KREWE OF KOMOVA

Parade Rules and Regulations

1. All Float Riders must be paid up the Friday before the Parade.
2. All Float Riders must be on or at the Float ready to ride one (1) hour before the parade.
3. Children's Parade riders can wear their costume, Krewe shirt or a Mardi Gras shirt
4. Krewe of Krewes riders must costumed and masked.
5. All Float Riders must provide their own throws. The Krewe requires a minimum of 5 gross.
   a. Children's Parade throws can be beads, cups, doubloons, candy or small toys
   b. Krewe of Krewes Parade throws can be beads, cups, doubloons or small toys
      NO CANDY can be thrown at the Krewe of Krewes Parade
6. DO NOT throw anything during the lineup, wait until the float crosses the starting line.
7. NO TRASH, GLASS, GUNS, SILLY STRING, WATER GUNS, FIREWORKS, UNDERWEAR, "SHOW ME" SIGNS FOR VARIOUS BODY PARTS SHALL BE THROWN FROM THE FLOAT.
8. NO SHOWING VARIOUS PRIVATE BODY PARTS.
9. NO STANDING ON THE TOP OF THE FLOAT BEHIND THE KING AND QUEEN SEATS.
10. Once the Parade has started the float will not stop unless it is an emergency. No one will be allowed on or off the float once the Parade had started.
11. Once the float crossed the finish line at Ryan and Sale ALL THROWING MUST STOP.
    Anything thrown after this point will be considered litter anyone caught throwing after the finish line will be fined and will not be eligible to ride in the future.
12. NO OBSENE MUSIC, NO FOUL LANGUAGE, NO 4-LETTER WORDS AND NO "N" WORD:
13. Failure of any parade participant to follow these rules and regulations may result in Krewe of Komova being barred from participation in any of the Mardi Gras of Southwest Louisiana activities again and $300 per incident.